JD3 Jewelry Custom pricing
JD3 Jewelry custom designs and manufactures each piece of jewelry. Our
designs are unique and are made in our Full service manufacturing workshop
and custom design studio. To give a price on a custom piece of jewelry we first
need to know the size and amount of diamonds and or gemstones in the piece
of jewelry as well as the precious metal the design is to be made with. This is
why jewelry shown on our website does not include pricing.
Unique Jewelry for a unique person

Engagement Ring Design Process
JD3 designs engagement rings and wedding bands by appointment only to
give you the attention to detail you deserve. Our first meeting we will
determine the size and shape of the center diamond you desire as well as a
budget you wish to stay within. I will then have your diamond shipped to JD3
from a number of diamond cutter we purchase from around the globe. This is
how I keep cost on diamonds low by not stocking large amounts of diamonds
therefore keeping overhead low. Your diamond will be kept in a secure vault
until it is set into your custom made ring. Next the ring will be designed around
the center diamond in CAD (computer aided design) for an exact fit cad design
is quicker and more exacting than making the ring by hand. The cad program
also will give a price of the precious metal to be used in making your ring. Once
the cad is completed you will be shown a rendering of your ring for your
approval. Once approved by you the ring will be milled from a solid block of
wax using the design that was made in cad. After being milled, I now have an
exact wax model of your ring to cast in the precious metal of your choice. After
casting the ring it will be pre-polished and have all diamonds set by our
diamond setter. After the diamonds are set in the ring it can be then polished
to a high shine and placed in a rosewood box for you. All JD3 Jewelry custom
designs are guaranteed we stand behind all the work we perform. We
recommend after care on your new ring. Every six months your ring can be
brought to JD3 Jewelry to check prong tightness as well as cleaning and
polishing. JD3 wants you ring to look great and last generations.
• We have a large inventory of Certified Diamonds
• We educate the consumer throughout the entire process
• Your Diamond is sealed and stored at the time of purchase so you can be
sure, the diamond you purchase is the diamond you get
• We stand behind our work and we guarantee your complete satisfaction
• You work directly with the design one on one
• Serving happy customers for over 19 years

